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Priority Aspects

- How can we prioritise and organise the many aspects in a chart into a list of those likely to be more influential?
Plato

• ‘Thinking: talking of soul with itself’

• Aspect show:
  • Inner - self talk, thoughts, inner dialogue
  • Outer – events, people, circumstances, interactions between parts of life
Priority Aspects

Aspects:
- Involve the ruler of the Asc / MC
- In active houses ~ 1, 10, 7, 4
- Involve Sun (D) or Moon (N)
- Aspects involving inner + outer planet
- Conjunct angle

- These define major life themes, dreams and roadblocks
Planets

Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

Inner + Outer planet = Power Aspect
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Personal Priorities

- Your key aspects are different to mine
- Not one size fits all
- Based on YOUR chart
- Aspect of Life: aspect to the ruler of the ascendant
Aspects: To Glance or Look

- 5 traditional/original aspects
- Based on concept of ‘seeing’
Aspects: To Glance or Look

- Aspects not ‘good’ or ‘bad’
- For sure easy or difficult
- Aspect = action
  connection, interaction, disagreement,
- No aspect = no link
The Nature of An Aspect
Nature of an Aspect

- Sextile: Venus ~ skipping, curious, friendly
- Square: Mars ~ clash/adjustment, friction, unstable
- Trine: Jupiter ~ lift up, support, collaborate
- Opposition: Saturn ~ either/or, choose
Double Strength Aspects

- Oppositions with Saturn
- Squares with Mars
- Trines with Jupiter
- Sextiles with Venus
Define and Prioritise

- Tighter orbs: <3 degrees
- Orbs ~
- Applying vs separating
- Planets involved
Applying vs Separating

- **Separating** aspects: issues or themes strong when young/in childhood. Potential to grow out of/away from

- **Applying** aspects: major life themes. Repeat/reactivate throughout life

- Planet movement/speed
L2: Venus trine Jupiter, separating
Emma Watson
Natal Chart
14 Apr 1990, Sat
6:00 pm CEDT -2:00
Paris, France
48°N 02'00"E 20'
Geocentric
Tropical
Whole Signs
True Node
Another example?
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App vs Sep
Ve/Jup vs Me/Ma
Sun/Mo/Pl
Sat/Ur

Diana Gabaldon
Natal Chart
11 Jan 1952, Fri
6:00 pm MST +7:00
Williams, AZ
35°N 14°58' 112°W 11°25'
Geocentric
Tropical
Whole Signs
True Node
VIP Aspects
VIP Aspects

Aspects to:

- Sun (day chart)
- Moon (night chart)
- Ascendant ruling planet (life themes)
- MC ruling planet (career influences)
- Aspects that involve an outer + an inner planet
Scorpio asc:
Mars con Uranus (S)
Mars square
Jupiter/Neptune
Scorpio asc: Mars con Uranus (S)
Mars square Jupiter/Neptune
Asc ruler: Sun
Sun square Pluto
‘Aspect of life’
NB Mars opp Neptune asc/dsc
A Word on the Moon
Check the Moon

- Planets that the Moon aspects
- Applying vs Separating

- Which planet(s) does the Moon spotlight? What do they represent?
Moon Applying.....

- The Moon ‘throws’ her light and focus to whichever planet she is applying to.

- This planet’s qualities are woven into the fabric being.

- The qualities of this planet, plus any houses it rules, become paramount.
Moon: Pluto/Sun

Maya Angelou Natal Chart
4 Apr 1928, Wed
2:10 pm CST +6:00
Salcedo, Missouri
36°N53'20" 089°W41'
Geocentric
Tropical
Whole Signs
True Node
Rating: A
From Birth Certificate (CAHAA)
Activate Aspects
• Activate through AWARENESS

• Know your aspects and what they really mean
L1 Saturn square Uranus
Aspects of Career
For Career

- Aspects involving ruler of the MC/10th
- Aspects involving sect light
L7: Saturn Sat/Jup + L1 Moon app houses of
Aspects of Relationship
Your Personal Love Planet

- Ruler of the 7th
- Venus

- Consider aspects to BOTH these planets
L7: Saturn Sat/Jup + L1 Moon app houses of
Insight = Power
Priority Aspects

Aspects that include:

- Ascendant or MC ruling planet
- Sun (D) OR Moon (N)
- 1 inner and 1 outer planet
- Sit in an angular or other active house

- Activate these aspects to access your potential
Know Your VIPs

- Which aspects really drive your chart?
- Work with aspects that lift you up
- Watch aspects that lead you astray

Rumi:
“When you do things from your soul, you feel a river moving in you, a joy.”
• Charts
• Consults
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